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PUBLICATION THESIS OPTION 
 
This thesis has been prepared in the form of two papers:                              
Paper I, pages 2-18 are intended for submission to IOPSCIENCE Measurement 
Science and Technology.  








This thesis is comprised of two papers and they describe distributed fiber optic 
sensing using an optical frequency domain reflectometry (OFDR) instrumentation system. 
The first paper presents about distributed fiber optic sensor embedded within the 
layers of a composite laminates to monitor the continuous profile of strain using the optical 
frequency domain reflectometry (OFDR) system. The OFDR system was used to analyze 
the Rayleigh backscattered signal. The shift in the Rayleigh backscattered spectrum (RBS) 
was observed to be linearly related to the change in strain of the composite material. The 
continuous strain sensing using OFDR was demonstrated by an INSTRON tensile testing 
system and cantilever beam experiment. The results shows a good strain transfer between 
the composite laminate and the optical fiber with no slipping or hysteresis issues.  
The second paper of the thesis proposes and demonstrates the distributed refractive 
index sensing by a macrobending single mode fiber (SMF) and the OFDR system. The 
macro-bending fiber is fabricated by bending a piece of SMF to a particular radius of 
curvature in several millimeters. The refractive index (RI) of the external medium 
surrounding the macrobending fiber is measured by the RBS shift using OFDR system. RI 
is measured from the range of 1.3348 to 1.3557 using the proposed method in our 
experiment. This sensor can also be used to detect multipoint RIs simultaneously verifying 
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Fiber optic sensors (FOSs) used for real-time structural health monitoring (SHM) 
have gained considerable interest due to the advantages such as compact size, lightweight, 
easy embedment, wide operating temperature range, multiplexing capabilities, and 
immunity to electromagnetic interference. FOSs can be used either as localized sensors or 
as distributed sensors, and they are used to sense strain, temperature, refractive index, etc. 
Optical frequency domain reflectometry (OFDR) is a distributed fiber optic sensing 
technique which can achieve very high sensitivity and high spatial resolution. Here, we 
have demonstrated an OFDR system for aquiring Rayleigh backscattering signals from an 
optical fiber for distributed sensing applications 
First part of the thesis deals with the OFDR system monitoring the continuous 
profile of strain in composite laminates, by embedding a distributed sensor within the 
layers of the composite material. The optic fiber used is a standard single mode fiber. The 
OFDR system is set to configure a spatial resolution of 1 cm, and can measure a minimum 
strain of 1 µε. The integration of distributed sensors in composite materials is demonstrated 
by using an INSTRON tensile testing system and cantilever beam experiment. 
Second part of the thesis talks about the OFDR system that monitors the refractive 
index (RI) by a macrobending single mode fiber. We can use this sensor to detect the multi-
point RI to verify the capability of distributed sensing. Also the fiber has the buffer coating 
remaining which makes the fiber robust in practical applications such as environmental, 
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 A distributed fiber optic strain sensor based on Rayleigh backscattering, embedded 
in a fiber reinforced polymer composite, has been demonstrated. The optical frequency 
domain reflectometry (OFDR) technique was used to analyze the backscattered signal. The 
shift in the Rayleigh backscattered spectrum (RBS) was observed to be linearly related to 
the change in strain of the composite material. The sensor (standard single mode fiber) was 
embedded in between the layers of the composite laminate. A series of tensile loads were 
applied to the laminate using an Instron testing machine, and the corresponding strain                               
distribution of the laminate was measured. The results show a linear response indicating a 
seamless integration of the optic fiber in the composite material and a good correlation 
with the strain gauge results. The sensor was also used to evaluate the strain response of a 
composite laminate based cantilever beam. In this study, distributed strain measurements 





Composite materials are extensively used in various fields such as the aerospace, 
the automotive, wind turbines, shipping, sports, and the recreation market. These advanced 
materials have advantages, such as low density, high specific strength and stiffness, good 
vibration damping, long fatigue life, high wear, corrosion resistance, temperature 
resistance, and strong tailorability [1-4]. Structural composites in these applications can be 
subjected to heavy loads and extreme service conditions. Non-destructive techniques such 
as ultrasonic testing, radiography, thermography, eddy current testing, etc. can be used to 
detect damage in a composite laminate. However, these techniques are difficult to use due 
to the need for heavy equipment and intensive labor [1]. Structural health monitoring 
(SHM) can be used to prevent the onset of damage and catastrophic failure. Sensors such 
as strain gauges, piezoelectric sensors [5], MEMs sensors and fiber optic sensors [6] are 
commonly used for SHM of composite materials [7]. A disadvantage of using the strain 
gauges and piezoelectric sensors is that they are susceptible to electromagnetic interference 
(EMI) [7]. Also, most of the sensors above are capable of sensing only localized strains or 
operate at a limited temperature range.  
Fiber optic sensors (FOSs), when compared to other sensors, exhibit many 
advantages like immunity to EMI, wide operating temperature range, compact size, low 
cost, light weight, and easy embedment. [7]. FOSs are used to sense temperature, strain, 
and refractive index, either as localized sensors or as distributed sensors. Standard fiber 
Bragg gratings (FBGs)[8,9], interferometric fiber optic sensors [10], fiber optic micro bend 
sensors, distributed sensors, and hybrid sensors [11] are some of the different types of fiber 
optic sensors [7]. Multiplexed sensing is achieved by combining and arranging many 
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discrete sensors along the length of the optic fiber for multiple point strain and temperature 
sensing. Hybrid sensors simultaneously measure strain, temperature, and thermal strain of 
the composite materials by combining and arranging different sensors in a single fiber [11]. 
FBGs can be multiplexed, and a multiplexed FBG is known as multi-point sensor or quasi-
distributed sensor [7]. However, strain build up at potential blind spots (e.g., in between 
two consecutive FBGs) cannot be measured using these point sensors as they are not 
continuous. Distributed sensors are used for continuous profile monitoring with the fiber 
itself as a sensor based on Brillion scattering, Raman scattering (inelastic), and Rayleigh 
scattering (elastic) [7,12]. The advantage of distributed sensing over multiplexed point 
sensing is that spatially continuous measurement without dark zones can be achieved [13]. 
Also, since no external modifications are made to the fiber, long distance sensing of 
temperature and strain can be measured [13]. Rayleigh backscattering (elastic) is due to 
random refractive index changes along the length of the optic fiber. Rayleigh scattering 
along an optical fiber can be modeled as a series of Bragg grating sensors located along the 
length of the fiber [2]. Based on Rayleigh scattering, distributed fiber optic sensing is 
categorized as optical time domain reflectometry (OTDR) and optical frequency domain 
reflectometry (OFDR) [14, 17-19]. OFDR can achieve very high sensitivity and high 
spatial resolution unlike OTDR which cannot achieve high spatial resolution which is the 
main disadvantage.   
    There has been significant interest in embedding fiber optic sensors in composite 
laminates in recent years. Many recent studies demonstrate the popularity of SHM of 
composites using FOS by surface bonding of the optic fiber. For example, multiplexed 
FBGs and distributed fiber optic sensing using OFDR were used to monitor dynamic strain 
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and fatigue damage monitoring of a composite axial fan blade and composite step lap joint 
respectively by attaching the fiber on the top and bottom surfaces [20, 21]. Hand-layup and 
pre-preg layup are some of the methods to embed the fiber optic sensor in the intermediate 
layers of the composite laminate [22]. There are many techniques like braided composites 
embedded with FOS, and FOS stitched carbon fiber preforms for advanced composite 
structures that employ the embedding of FOS inside the composite structure to maintain 
structural integrity [23, 24]. Examples are reported describing the successful embedment 
of polarimetric sensors [25], fiber Bragg grating sensors [8], photonic crystal fiber 
interferometric sensors [10], and hybrid sensors [11] in composite laminates. The FOS 
reported in these examples are point sensors that are embedded in the intermediate layers 
of composite. In the traditional surface bonded OFDR based distributed strain sensing 
technique, it cannot accurately reveal the internal strain profile of the composite laminates 
which are critical in composite material design. OFDR-based distributed sensing using 
optic fibers embedded inside composite materials remains to be explored. 
      In the current work, a spatially continuous distributed fiber optic sensor was 
embedded within the layers of composite laminates to monitor the continuous profile of 
strain using the OFDR system. This paper has the uniqueness of OFDR strain sensing using 
the optic fibers which are embedded inside the composite samples unlike the surface 
bonding. The carbon fiber/ epoxy composite samples were manufactured by the out-of-
autoclave (OOA) technique, using six layers of IM7/Cycom 5320-1 prepreg. The OFDR 
system can achieve a spatial resolution of 1 cm, and can measure a minimum strain of 
10 µε. The optic fiber used is a standard single mode fiber. The OFDR technique was used 
to analyze the backscattered signal. The shift in the Rayleigh backscattered spectrum (RBS) 
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is linearly related to a change in strain in the composite materials. This work shows the 
seamless integration of distributed sensors in composite materials by demonstrating 





2.1 COMPOSITE SAMPLE FABRICATION 
 
 The composite samples were manufactured according to the schematic shown in 
Figure 1(a), by the out-of-autoclave (OOA) technique, using six layers of the 
IM7G/Cycom5320-1 prepreg system (Figure 1(b)). Prepreg layers were cut to a nominal 
size of 12 in. x 3 in. (304.9 mm x 76.2 mm) and laid on an aluminum mold. The compacted 
thickness of the samples was found to be 0.059 in. (1.5 mm). A standard single mode FOS 
was embedded between the central layers of the composite sample. The placement of FOS 
was important because if improperly done, it can produce local distortions causing 
structural performance degradation [8]. Heat shrink-tubes were used at the ingress and 
egress points to prevent damage to the optic fiber due to high-stress concentrations (Figure 
1(a)). 
The prepreg layup was cured as per the manufacturer recommended cure cycle at a 
vacuum pressure of 28 in. Hg. A two-step cure cycle was used to cure the composite (Figure 
1(c)). The layup was first heated to 140 °F (60 °C) to maximize the mobility of the reacting 
groups, and then cured at 265 °F (129.4 °C). The sample was then subjected to a free-
standing post cure at 350 °F (177 °C) for 2 hours. The manufacturing procedure was used 
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to fabricate 6 layer cross-ply and unidirectional composite samples with embedded fiber 




















Figure 1(d) shows the cross-section image of an optic fiber being embedded in the 
unidirectional composite laminate. The clear interface between the optic fiber and the 
Figure 1. (a) Schematics of an optic fiber embedded in a composite sample (b) Photograph 
of composite sample with the strain gauge attached on surface (c) Manufacturer 
recommended cure cycle for IM7G/Cycom5320-1 prepreg system (d) Cross-section image 





epoxy matrix is observed in the figure. The diameter of the outer cylinder in Figure 1(d) is 
the outer coating of an optical fiber (250 µm). It was compressed a little in the horizontal 
direction (285 µm) making the cross-section of the optic fiber appear like an oval shape 
instead of a circle. The reason for the compression is the composite laminate 
manufacturing conditions where the composite material and the embedded sensor is 
subjected to high temperature and pressure in the horizontal direction (265 °F and 28 In. 
Hg respectively). However, the compression of the coating layer of the optical fiber does 
not influence the sensor behavior since the light signal is confined to the fiber core. Also, 
the continuous interface formed between the epoxy matrix material and the optical fiber 
could result in a good strain transfer between the composite and optical fiber. 
 
2.2. OFDR THEORY AND MEASUREMENT PRINCIPLE 
 
The distributed sensing approach used in the current work is based on Rayleigh 
backscattering. An OFDR system can be used to sense a continuous profile of temperature 
and strain [2, 14-16]. The OFDR system can achieve very high sensitivity and spatial 
resolution but there is a trade-off between measurement resolution, spatial resolution, and 
sampling rate for the scattering based distributed sensing techniques. Initially, the reference 
signal was recorded using a few scans of the OFDR system, and then the measured signal 
was used to analyze the RBS. The optical frequency domain signal obtained was converted 
into a spatial domain signal through a Fast Fourier Transform (FFT). A sliding window 
(Δx) is used for the entire range of frequencies, and each window was converted back to 
the optical frequency domain. Cross-correlation of the reference signal and the measured 
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signal was done to check the spectral shift of the backscattered spectrum, which 
corresponds to the change in strain.  
The experimental setup for displaying distributed strain measurement of the embedded 














The tunable laser source was used as the light source for the OFDR system. The 
light from the source was split and takes two paths. One path is through the Auxiliary 
Interferometer, and the other path is through the Main Interferometer. The Auxiliary 
Interferometer is a Mach-Zehnder interferometer, which was used to provide an external 
clock for the Data Acquisition Card (DAQ). It solves the problem of the non-linear effect 
of the tunable laser, which scans the frequency range and gives the correct time base 
correspondingly to the DAQ [12, 17]. The light through the main interferometer splits and 
takes a reference path and a signal path by making use of a coupler. The signal path has 
the circulator whose one arm has the fiber under test (FUT) which was embedded in the 






















Figure 2. Experimental setup for distributed strain measurement of the embedded 
fiber in    a composite laminate. TLS: tunable laser source, CPL: coupler, CIR: 





the state of light. The backscattered light from the FUT was collected using the same 
coupler. The reference and the backscattered light was combined using a coupler and 




 The composite laminate with the embedded FOS was tested for continuous 
distributed strain sensing under tensile loads. Aluminum tabs (3 in. x 1 in.) were attached 
to the ends of the composite samples using adhesive structural epoxy adhesive. Three 
replicates of both unidirectional and cross-ply samples were tested. The testing was done 
using an Instron 5985 universal testing machine, as shown in Figure 3. The tensile testing 
was performed using the strain rate of 0.05 in. /min (1.27 mm/min.).  Samples were tested 
up to 600 µε, which is below the failure threshold of the composite.  Importantly, the 
embedded FOS was employed for a range of strain measurements that were well below the 
known upper limit (8000 microstrains) for reproducible strain measurements by optic fiber 
sensors [26-29]. The signals were recorded using a DAQ. Signal processing of the 
Rayleigh-backscattered spectra was done to analyze and study the strain in the composite. 
A strain gauge was fixed at the center of the composite sample to compare the results with 

















Figure 3. Tensile testing of composite sample using the Instron machine. 
 
After testing the composite sample with Instron test machine, a cantilever beam 
experiment was conducted to evaluate the distributed strain sensing capability of an optic 
fiber embedded in a composite sample. Figure 4 shows the composite sample fixed in a 
cantilever beam-like structure. One end was clamped and the force was applied on the other 
end of cantilever beam in negative z direction. The optic fiber was embedded under the 
uppermost layer of the composite specimen to measure strain under cantilever type loading. 















3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
 
 
 In this section, the results of continuous strain monitoring during of the composite samples 
under tensile loading are presented. Cross-ply layup composite sample and unidirectional  
composite sample correspond to sample A and sample B, respectively. Figures 5 (a, b, c, d) show 
the distributed sensing of the optic fiber embedded along the composite sample with a spatial  
 
Figure 5. Distributed strain response of the optic fiber embedded in: (a) composite sample 
A while loading; (b) composite sample A while unloading; (c) composite sample B while 
loading; (d) composite sample B while unloading. 
 
resolution of 1cm. Loading and unloading was performed in a stepwise manner and strain was 
monitored using the fiber optic sensor. The loading and unloading curves follow closely to each 
other, which infer a good embedment of the fiber in the sample. As shown in Figure 5(a), the strain 
increases as the applied displacement increases. The maximum strain of 600 µε is observed when  
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the applied displacement is 0.2 mm, as shown in Figures 5(a, b, c, d). The distributed strain drops 
to zero at the beginning and end of the graph because of the shape of the optic fiber embedment in 
the composite sample as shown in the figure 5. Optic fiber measures strain in the in-plane direction 
only. The distributed strain values in the composite sample A, is slightly asymmetric or not flat 
compared to the composite sample B. It may be due to a slight variation in the orientation of the 
fiber embedded inside the composite laminate, compared to the axis of loading. This can be avoided 
if careful placement of the fiber using a curve-shaped structure is employed. The fiber in other 
locations other than the composite seems to be flat which shows the stability of the system with no 
crosstalk from the composite sensing region. The negative strain, approximately at 1.8 m in 
composite sample B (Figure 5 (c, d)), can be due to localized stress concentration at the edges of 











Figure 6. Comparison of strain gauge values and maximum strain OFDR values for 
loading and unloading (a) for composite sample A, (b) for composite sample B. 
 
         The distributed strains measured by the optic fiber are compared to the strain gauge 
output as shown in figures 6(a, b). A polynomial fitting of degree 1 is applied to the 
experimental data. From figures 6 (a, b), It is found that the experiment shows a good 
linearity between the strain gauge values and OFDR strain values for both loading and 























mostly 0.999 for all the samples. The slope of the curves while unloading in both the 
samples is slightly decreased to 2 % when compared to the slope of the loading, but 
significantly it follows each other. This shows a good strain transfer between the composite 
laminate and the optical fiber. 
The results from the cantilever experiment in figures 7 (a, b) show a good linear 
response. The initial increase of strain values from 3.9 meters to 4.05 meters is due to the 
curved embedding of the fiber with heat shrink tubes in the sample. We have the maximum 
strain of approximately 500 µε at 4.06 meters (Figures 7 (a, b)) which is the starting point 










Figure 7. Distributed strain testing of a composite laminate using a cantilever experiment, 
distributed strain values using OFDR while (a) loading (b) unloading. 
 
 
beam. The decrease in strain is picked up by the optical fiber. The loading and the 
unloading values match each other which demonstrate the seamless integration of the optic 
fiber in the composite sample with no slipping or hysteresis issues. It should be noted that 
the little compression of the optical fiber shown in microscopic image in Figure 1(d) has 
not affected the Rayleigh backscattered signal, which is an advantage of the OFDR system. 
 
 










 Distributed strain sensing in composite materials using OFDR has been 
demonstrated. Single mode optic fiber embedded within the layers of a composite laminate 
has been used as a sensor. The shift in Rayleigh backscattered signal is proportional to 
change in strain in the composite material. This has been validated using tensile testing 
machine and a cantilever beam experiment. The results show a linear response between the 
applied displacement and the measured strain. The results were validated using a strain 
gauge bonded to the surface of the tensile test sample. Periodic structural health monitoring 
helps identify locations of stress concentration, paths of stress propagation, and areas 
subjected to fatigue. This data helps to reinforce and repair the affected areas avoiding 
catastrophic failure well in advance. The proposed technique in this paper monitors the 
health continuously with a spatial resolution of 1 cm. OFDR based distributed strain 
sensing with the optic fiber embedded in the intermediate layers of composites is a unique 
idea and can be very useful for structural health monitoring. This work can be extended to 
simultaneous measurement of both strain and temperature for the FOS embedded in the 
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 A novel and compact distributed refractive index (RI) sensor based on Rayleigh 
backscattering and macrobending single mode fiber (SMF) is proposed and experimentally 
investigated. Our proposed sensor is simply fabricated by bending a piece of SMF to a 
radius of curvature in several millimeters. We detect the refractive index of the external 
medium surrounding the macrobending fiber, for the first time, by analyzing the Rayleigh 
backscattering signals recorded from optical frequency domain reflectometry. We measure 
the range of the RI from 1.3348 to 1.3557 using the proposed method. To verify the 
capability of the distributed sensing, we also use this sensor to detect multipoint RIs 
simultaneously. The RI measurement sensitivities are 2319.24GHz/RIU (18.55nm/RIU) 
and 2717.85GHz/RIU (21.74nm/RIU) with bending diameters of 12.2mm and 11.3mm, 
respectively. In addition, our macrobending fiber has its original buffer coating remaining 
intact, allowing the fiber to maintain optimal mechanical property and be suitable for more 
practical applications. 








 Fiber optics refractive index (RI) sensors have been studied and proposed 
extensively for biomedical, chemical, industrial and environmental applications over the 
past decades [1], owing to their well-known advantages such as immunity to 
electromagnetic interference, compact size, light weight, potential low cost and the 
possibility of distributed sensing over a long distance [2-6]. Most of the optical fiber based 
RI sensors work in the principle of interaction of the evanescent field with the external 
medium. A number of optical fiber RI sensors have been proposed with different structures, 
such as a long period fiber grating (LPFG) [7] [8], fiber Bragg gratings (FBG) [9], optical 
fiber surface plasmon resonance (SPR) [10], photonics crystal fiber based sensor [11], 
Fabry–Perot refractometer [12-14], thin core fiber based sensor [15], in-fiber Mach–
Zehnder refractometer [16] or single-mode-multimode-single-mode (SMS) fiber [17-19]. 
 In recent years, an interesting idea of designing an optical fiber based RI sensor is 
to simply bend a single mode fiber (SMF). This method has attracted considerable interests 
in RI measurement due to its easy fabrication and high sensitivity. For instance, Sun et al. 
developed a fiber taper-based modal interferometer with a microfiber bend [20]; a leaky 
mode interferometer of bend fiber was also presented by Zhang et al. [21]; Chen et al. 
proposed a RI sensor based on macrobending fiber Bragg grating [22]; Wang et al. 
introduced a RI sensor based on macrobending single mode fiber by measuring bend loss 
[23] [24], and they also reported a Whispering Gallery mode based RI sensor, in which 
high loss fiber was used after removing the buffer coating and bent in the shape of ring 
[25]. Though some of these techniques can achieve very high RI sensitivity, the sensor 
fabricated by stripping the coating, polishing, etching, tapering or drilling makes the fiber 
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more fragile [7-25]. Moreover, most of these methods are point sensors and difficult to 
realize distributed sensing or multiplexing based on their proposed interrogation methods, 
showing less interest in practical applications. In addition, the aforementioned RI sensors 
based on bending structures work in transmission mode, which may limit their practical 
applications. As such, designing a RI sensor based on bending structure with distributed 
sensing capability and reflection mode is highly needed. 
The macrobending single mode fiber structure is sensitive to changes in refractive 
index of the external medium. Due to the macrobending of the fiber, the light travelling in 
the core will be partially coupled into the cladding and therefore generates multiple 
cladding modes with different orders. An interferogram will be formed due to multimodal 
interference. It has been approved that this interferogram can be used for ambient RI 
sensing [26]. Typically, the interferogram is acquired by a broadband source and optical 
spectrum analyzer, or a scanning laser with a photodetector. It would be difficult to realize 
distributed sensing based on these conventional interrogation methods. Inspired by the 
traditional Rayleigh scattering based distributed sensing technology, for the first time, we 
are considering to use Rayleigh backscattering to acquire the interferogram due to 
multimodal interference. Potentially, distributed RI sensing with macrobending structures 
can be achieved based on this method. Rayleigh backscattering is caused by random 
refractive index fluctuations along an optical fiber, and it can be modeled as a long, weak 
FBG with random periods [27]. The strain or temperature variation causes a local Rayleigh 
backscattering spectra (RBS) shift, which can be calculated using the cross-correlation 
between the measured RBS and a reference RBS [28]. When we combine the technologies 
of the macrobending single mode fiber and distributed sensing using an RBS shift, a 
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Rayleigh backscattering based macrobending single mode fiber for distributed refractive 
index sensing can be developed. 
In this paper, we propose and demonstrate a distributed refractive index sensing 
technology based on Rayleigh backscattering and macrobending single mode fiber. Our 
proposed sensor can be easily fabricated by bending a piece of SMF to a radius of curvature 
in several millimeters. We detect the refractive index of the external medium surrounding 
the macrobending fiber by measuring the RBS shift using optical frequency domain 
reflectometry (OFDR). In our experiment, we measure the range of the RI from 1.3348 to 
1.3557 using the proposed method. We also use this sensor to detect multipoint RIs 
simultaneously to verify the capability of distributed sensing. In addition, our 
macrobending fiber has buffer coating remaining which helps to maintain the mechanical 
property of the sensor and makes it robust in practical applications. 
 
2. STRUCTURE DESIGN AND MEASUREMENT PRINCIPLE 
     
 
A schematic diagram of Rayleigh backscattering based macrobending single mode 
fiber is illustrated in Figure 1. The structure of bending fiber is fabricated mechanically 
with a selected bending diameter. The buffer coating in the bend fiber remains intact to 
prevent it from braking. Also, it has been proven that the RI variation of the external 
medium can be detected with the intact coating via our Rayleigh backscattering based 
method. The two ends of fiber after the bending part are fed through two microtubes with 
a length of 4cm and inner diameter of 0.5mm, respectively. We use 3M industrial tape to 
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hold both the microtubes and the fiber on a plastic plate with a length×width of 60×30mm, 







Figure 1.  Schematic diagram of bending fiber consisting of core, cladding and coating. D is 
bending diameter of this structure. 
 
capability of multipoint RI sensing, we make the same structure at another position along 
this fiber with a different bending diameter. This easy-to-build and robust structure can be 
easily employed at any position along the whole fiber for distributed RI sensing. 
 When the light propagates along the straight SMF to the bending section as shown 
in Figure 1, high order cladding modes confined in the optical fiber itself will be excited, 
where the light in the core will be coupled to the cladding therefore generates multiple 
cladding modes with different orders. As we know that the RI of the cladding is lower than 
the RI of the fiber core. If the RI of the external medium is lower than that of the coating, 
meanwhile the bending diameter is not too small, the radiated field of total internal 
reflection will not only occur at the core-cladding boundary but also the coating-
surrounding boundary [22] [25] [29]. After the light travels through the bending section, 
the RI of the external medium modifies the coupling light, the light recoupled to the core 
mode will interfere with the remaining mode and generate interference fringes in the 
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spectral domain, an interferogram will be formed due to multimodal interference, which 
causes a spectral shift in interferogram at this bending section [20] [21] [25] [26]. The 
Rayleigh backscattering light will also be coupled in the bending section and experience 
multimodal interference, which could be used for RI measurement. The phase difference 
between the core and the cladding mode after propagating through the bending section of 
fiber can be written as  , ,
2




     [21] [22], where ,co effn  and 
,cl effn  are the effective RIs of fundamental core mode and cladding mode, respectively. L  
is the effective dsflength of bending section,   is the wavelength. The central wavelength 





   

, where , ,eff co eff cl effn n n    is the effective RI difference between the 
core mode and cladding mode, m  is an integer. When our bending structure is subjected 









 , where effn  is the variation of  effn  caused by surrounding RI chage. Thus, 
RI of external medium can be detected and evaluated by measuring the RBS shift. 
The Rayleigh backscattering originates from the random fluctuations in the index 
profile along the optical fiber and it can be modeled as a long, weak FBG with random 
periods [27]. The RI variation causes some modification in the local Rayleigh 
backscattering, which cause a shift in the Rayleigh backscattering spectra (RBS). We can 
detect the local spectral shift by cross-correlation to realize the RI measurement. The signal 
processing is similar to that of distributed temperature sensing based on the RBS shift in 
OFDR [28]. Our signal processing procedure for RI sensing in detail is as following: 
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a. The reference and measurement signals with different RI values are acquired 
separately. 
b. The signals from the optical frequency domain are converted to the spatial domain 
by fast Fourier transform.  
c. A sliding window with a width of ΔX is used to select the local Rayleigh 
backscattering.  
d. To increase the frequency resolution, the local Rayleigh scattering signal in spatial 
domain after applying a window function is zero-padded.  
e. These selected local Rayleigh backscattering signals are converted back to the 
optical frequency domain by inverse fast Fourier transform.  
f. Cross-correlation is performed between the reference and the measured RBS to 
obtain the spectral shift. The cross-correlation peak is spectral shift of the local 
RBS, which reflects the RI variation of external medium. 
 
3. EXPERIMENTS AND DISCUSSIONS 
 
Our experimental setup for the distributed RI measurement is shown in Figure 2. A 
tunable laser source (TLS, Agilent 81680A) is used as the light source for the interrogation 
system. The tuning speed, tuning range Δν, and starting wavelength of the TLS are 
5×103GHz/s (40nm/s), 2.5×103GHz (20nm), and 1517nm, respectively. The light from the 
laser is split into two paths by a coupler. One path leads to the auxiliary interferometer (a 
Mach-Zehnder interferometer). It provides an external clock to trigger the data acquisition 
card, which samples the interference signal with equal optical frequency spacing to reduce 
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the nonlinearity of the frequency tuning of the TLS. The other path is the main 
interferometer. The fiber under test (FUT) in the main interferometer is composed of a 14m 
long standard SMF.  
In our proposed method, we fabricated two macrobending fiber structures with 
bending diameter 12.2 mm and 11.3 mm as sensing heads at the locations of 11.2 m and 
12.8 m, respectively. Figure 3 is the spatial domain signal of the two bending structures  
 
After Fourier transform to the recorded OFDR signal. From Figure 3 it can be noted that 
the bending loss is 4dB generated at the position of 11.2m with bending diameter of 
12.2mm, 6dB loss at the position of 12.8m with bending diameter of 11.3mm, respectively. 
The bending loss is mainly due to the leak of the light at the bending point and the 
recoupling from cladding modes to core modes. It is obvious that the smaller the bending 
radius, the higher the bending loss is, as indicated in Figure 3.        
 
Figure 2.  Experimental setup for distributed RI measurement. TLS: tunable laser source, 
CPL: coupler, CIR: circulator, PC: polarization controller, BPD: balanced photo detector, 




To characterize the RI response of our sensor, we immersed the bending structures 
in ethanol solutions with different RIs. The RIs were modified by changing the 








Figure 3.  Measured Rayleigh backscattering for a FUT length of 14m. Two bending structures 
with bending loss 4dB and 6dB at the locations of 11.2m and 12.8m, respectively. Bending 
diameters of fiber at these two positions are 12.2mm and 11.3mm. 
 
The RI measurement results obtained by the cross-correlation of the RBS are shown in 
Figure 4. In our experiment, the sliding window with a width of ΔX is the selected length 
of local Rayleigh backscattering, which can be expressed as ΔX=N∙ΔZ, where N is the 
number of data points for a local Rayleigh backscattering segment, ΔZ is spatial resolution 
of the OFDR system and express as ΔZ=c/2nfΔν, c is speed of light in vacuum, nf is the 
refractive index of fiber. In this experiment, we use 4cm for ΔX (N =1000, ΔZ=0.004cm), 
which could cover the entire length of the two bending fiber structures and can also provide 
enough measurement sensitivity. When an RI variation Δn=0.0013 (RI varies from 1.3354 
to 1.3367) at the location of 11.2m was applied, a local Rayleigh backscattering spectral 
shift of 2.5GHz can be found, as shown in Figure 4(a). When an RI variation Δn=0.0015 
(RI varies from 1.3410 to 1.3425) at the location of 12.8m was applied, the local Rayleigh 
backscattering spectral shift of 5GHz can be found, as shown in Figure 4(b). From Figure 
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4(a) and (b), the macrobending fiber structure with a smaller bending diameter of 11.3mm 











Figure 4.  RI measurement based on RBS shift. (a) Cross-correlation of measurement and 
reference RBS with Δn=0.0013 (RI between 1.3354 and 1.3367) at the position of 11.2m with 
bending diameter 12.2mm. (b) Cross-correlation of measurement and reference RBS with 
Δn=0.0015 (RI between 1.3410 and 1.3425) at the position of 12.8m with bending diameter 
11.3mm. 
 
that, in our signal processing method, to increase the frequency resolution of the inverse 
fast Fourier transform before cross-correlation, the local Rayleigh scattering signal in 
spatial domain after applying a window function was zero-padded, which made it easier to 
resolve the cross-correlation peak and drastically improved the RI measurement accuracy. 
To verify the capability of distributed RI sensing, two bending structures were fabricated 
along the fiber at the starting positions of 11.2m and 12.8m with bending diameters of 









Figure 5.  RI measurement using two macrobending structures along the fiber at the starting 













Figure 6.  RBS spectral shift at location of 11.2m and 12.8m as a function of RI. 
 
simultaneously in ethanol solutions with different RIs ranging from 1.3348 to 1.3557 as 
schematically shown in Figure 2. Figure 5 shows the measured spectral shift as a function 
of distance at various RIs. From the trace, the RBS spectral shifts are detected at the two 
bending positions with RI variation, and we can find that the RBS spectral shift only occur 
at the position with bending structures, indicating that there is no any cross-talk from other 
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fiber sections without bending structures. It can also be found that the RBS spectral shifts 
increase monotonically with the RI increasing. 
RBS spectral shift at location of 11.2m (in black dots) and 12.8m (in red dots) as a 
function of RI is shown in Figure 6, respectively. A linear fitting is applied to the 
experimental data. There is a good linear relationship between the RBS shift and the RI for 
both macrobending structures. The values of R-squared for these two positions can be up 
to 0.9948 and 0.9967, respectively. This linear fit seems not perfect is due to the 
environmental temperature fluctuations. Because the refractive index of ethanol solution 
can be influenced by fluctuations in temperature [31]. The RI sensitivity of the bending 
fibers with diameter of 12.2mm and 11.3mm are 2319.24GHz/RIU (18.55nm/RIU) and 
2717.85GHz/RIU (21.74nm/RIU), respectively. The sensitivity is lower than the ones 
reported in ref [7-25]. This is because of the remaining of the intact fiber coatings on the 
bending structures. The macrobending fiber structure at location of 12.8m with a smaller 
bending diameter has slightly higher sensitivity than the bending structure at 11.2m. Due 
to different high order modes are excited with different bending diameters and cladding 
modes propagate with different transmission loss, the sensors are showing different RI 
sensitivities with different bending diameter. If higher sensitivity is needed in different 
applications, we can bend the fiber with an acceptable diameter and strip off the polymer 









 In this letter, we propose a distributed refractive index (RI) sensor based on 
Rayleigh backscattering and macrobending SMF structures. Our macrobending fiber has 
its original buffer coating remaining intact, allowing the fiber to maintain optimal 
mechanical property and be suitable in practical applications. Each macrobending structure 
has a radius of curvature in several millimeters. RI range from 1.3348 to 1.3557 is detected 
by measuring the Rayleigh backscattering shift using OFDR. To verify the capability of 
the distributed sensing, we also detect RIs at multiple locations. The RI sensitivities are 
2319.24GHz/RIU (18.55nm/RIU) and 2717.85GHz/RIU (21.74nm/RIU) with bending 
diameter of 12.2mm and 11.3mm, respectively. To the best of our knowledge, this is the 
first time that we use Rayleigh backscattering signals to acquire information from 
multimodal interference for distributed RI measurement. The proposed sensor can be used 
in several practical applications such as environmental, biological, or chemical 
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 Distributed strain sensing in composite materials and sensing of refractive index 
using OFDR system has been experimentally demonstrated. Strain sensing in composite 
materials could play an important role in structural health monitoring of the composite 
structures that are extensively used in various fields such as the aerospace, the automotive, 
wind turbines, shipping, sports, and the recreation market. SHM helps to identify locations 
of stress concentration, paths of stress propagation, and areas subjected to fatigue. This 
data helps to reinforce and repair the affected areas avoiding catastrophic failure well in 
advance. This work can be extended to simultaneous measurement of both strain and 
temperature for the FOS embedded in the composite material in future studies. The 
refractive index sensor can be used in several practical applications such as environmental, 
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